
PHRASAL VERBS (2) 

 
1.- Match the phrasal verbs and their definitions. 
 

1 blow upblow upblow upblow up    
    

A to continue doing somethingto continue doing somethingto continue doing somethingto continue doing something    

2 come roundcome roundcome roundcome round    
    

B to have no more of somethingto have no more of somethingto have no more of somethingto have no more of something    

3 cut downcut downcut downcut down    
    

C To speak to somebody in an angry To speak to somebody in an angry To speak to somebody in an angry To speak to somebody in an angry 
way because they have done way because they have done way because they have done way because they have done 
something wrong.something wrong.something wrong.something wrong.    

4 getgetgetget back back back back    
    

D wash the plates, disheswash the plates, disheswash the plates, disheswash the plates, dishes    

5 get overget overget overget over    E to destroy something or kill to destroy something or kill to destroy something or kill to destroy something or kill 
someone with a bomb, or to be someone with a bomb, or to be someone with a bomb, or to be someone with a bomb, or to be 
destroyed by a bomdestroyed by a bomdestroyed by a bomdestroyed by a bombbbb....    

6 hang uphang uphang uphang up    
    

F recover from an illness or other recover from an illness or other recover from an illness or other recover from an illness or other 
unpleasant experiences.unpleasant experiences.unpleasant experiences.unpleasant experiences.    
    

7 hurry uphurry uphurry uphurry up    G to visit someoneto visit someoneto visit someoneto visit someone    
    

8 keep onkeep onkeep onkeep on    
    

H return to areturn to areturn to areturn to a place or a position after  place or a position after  place or a position after  place or a position after 
you have been somewhere else.you have been somewhere else.you have been somewhere else.you have been somewhere else.    

9 lie downlie downlie downlie down    I to make a tree or a plant fall to the to make a tree or a plant fall to the to make a tree or a plant fall to the to make a tree or a plant fall to the 
groundgroundgroundground    
        

10 put offput offput offput off    
    

J when a problem o difficult situation when a problem o difficult situation when a problem o difficult situation when a problem o difficult situation 
becomes betterbecomes betterbecomes betterbecomes better    
    

11 run out ofrun out ofrun out ofrun out of    
    

K to do something more quickly.to do something more quickly.to do something more quickly.to do something more quickly.    
    

12 tell offtell offtell offtell off    
    

L to moto moto moto move the switch on a machine, ve the switch on a machine, ve the switch on a machine, ve the switch on a machine, 
light, so that it starts working or to light, so that it starts working or to light, so that it starts working or to light, so that it starts working or to 
start the supply of electricity …start the supply of electricity …start the supply of electricity …start the supply of electricity …    

13 turn onturn onturn onturn on    M to finish a conversation on the to finish a conversation on the to finish a conversation on the to finish a conversation on the 
telephone by putting the phone telephone by putting the phone telephone by putting the phone telephone by putting the phone 
down.down.down.down.    

14 waswaswaswashhhh up up up up    
    

N delay or postponedelay or postponedelay or postponedelay or postpone    

15 work outwork outwork outwork out    O to move in a position into move in a position into move in a position into move in a position in which your  which your  which your  which your 
body is flat, usually in order to body is flat, usually in order to body is flat, usually in order to body is flat, usually in order to 
sleep or rest.sleep or rest.sleep or rest.sleep or rest.    
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2.- Complete the sentences with a suitable form of the phrasal 

verbs from exercise 1. 
 

a.- I must talk to them about the problem. I can’t _______ it _____ any 

longer. 

b.- Susan ________ asking the teacher questions all the time. 

c.- When did you ___________ from your holidays? 

d.- They _________ the old tree in the garden. 

e.- Terrorists ___________ a shopping centre in Barcelona 1987. 

f.- My grandmother still hasn’t __________ my grandfather’s death. 

g.- ____________ or we’ll be late. 

h.- In summer I love ____________ on the beach. 

i.- You must ___________ to our flat for dinner some time. 

j.- My car ___________ petrol and I had to hitchhike to a petrol station. 

k. The students got __________ for talking in class. 

l.- It was so cold that I __________ the heater.   

m.- I didn’t __________ the pans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer Key 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

E G I H F M K A O N B C L D J 

 

 

a.- put it off; b.- kept on; c.- get back; d.- cut down; e.- blew up; f.- got over 

g.- hurry up; h.- lying down; i.- come round; j.- ran out of; k.- told off;  

l.- turn on; m.- wash up 

 


